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Redirect to download answer the question in the poem Daffodils PDF after the second passage-1i who was called 'me' in the first line of extract? Where do you think he got lost? The poet William Verward is called 'l' in the first line of extract. He was alone in the forest of the lake. District.ii.What did not find a poet while wandering? Where did he find them? Poets find lots of gold
daffodils. They grow under trees along the edge of the third lake. Why do you think poets refer to daffodils as gold?iii) discuss the importance of the following lines with references to the poem: beside the lake under the tree, fluttering and dancing in the breeze. Poets saw daffodils grow along the edge of the bay, and they seemed to dance and flutter in the breeze. These lines are
important because of the lively nature of daffodils that captivate poet v. Which image of the speech used in the following lines? How many poets do you think you see given a reason for your answer? When all at once I saw the crowd, the host, of the golden daffodils,v) Poets have used hyperbole. He saw daffodils, which means there are nearly 100,000 people. It's an
exaggerated/hyperbolic expression. He probably saw a few hundred. How does a 2i daffodil compare to a star? Poets use simile to compare daffodils to stars in the Milky Way, as countless numbers of stars shine in the Milky Way so that flocks of golden daffodils grow along the edge of the lake. 2.What is the Milky Way? Why is it referred to in the extract? The Milky Way is the galaxy
of stars that stretches like bands across the sky It is cited in the extract to compare the infinite number of stars the infinite number of daffodils. (iii) Does the edge of the bay refer to the edge of Lake iv. The poets have exaggerated the number of daffodils by calling them a host crowd and continuing to star in the Milky Way. The use of such exaggerations thus increases the poetic effect.
Briefly described the musical quality of extract.v) daffodils as lyrics. Each line consists of eight syllables and a touch pattern, as ababcc, soft consonants are used, which give a musical effect when read aloud. How does 3 i wave daffodils not be released? Dance daffodils and And leave their heads while the waves just ripple and sparkle.ii Which jocund company is a poet? Why poets
come across it ii) Jocund company refers to happy and gay individuals Poets found themselves in a jocund company of gold daffodils and dance waves. What wealth is cited by poets? Iii) But this happiness is not a moment. Memories of the scene make him happy again and again later. It is the wealth that the scene has brought poets. Wealth was introduced to the poet when he found
gold daffodils above the beauty of wave iv dance. What is the mood of the poet in the above extract? Which line tells you that? Why is he in such a mood?iv) Poets are in a happy mood. The line 'The poet is not, but is gay in a company like jocund', telling us that he is very happy. Daffodils and waves of joy and joy of Reeves have infected. It makes him happy as well v. With a reference
to the extract above, why wordsworth can be called a natural poet.v) He likes to roam in the forests, valleys and above the hills. He loved and admired nature scenes and described them magnificently in his poems. So we can say 4 what happened to the poet when he was lying on his couch in a penical mood? When the poet sleeps down on his couch in a pleasing mood, memories of
scenes of daffodils dance flashes in his mind. He felt he was in the company of happy daffodils again and it gave his heart beating with them again ii. What is the 'joy of solitude' referred to in the extract? the joy of solitude? Explaining the transition from the poet's pensive mood to his heart full of joy.iii), but suddenly the memory of the scene of dance daffodlils flashes in his imagination.
He feels he's in the company of a gay daffodil. Loneliness His grief and grief are all gone. He's happy again. His heart is full of joy iv contains references to the last two lines of extract, the influence state that nature can have more than the individual mind of iv) nature is healer, it's like a nurse. Said poetry is an overflow of feelings. From the emotions remembered in the tranquility. In this
context, the state that poetry represents the truth of his thoughts statement.v) Wordsworth's poem is that it comes from an outpouring of sense of memory in tranquility, which means that the poet observes certain objects. Poets helped them sink into his heart. He remembers those emotions in silence and produced poetry. Daffodil poems clearly describe the meaning of this poem. The
poet sees a beautiful scene of daffodil dancing. He's full of joy. He remembers that scene. He feels happy again, and the result is this poem. English poetry HomeICSE poetry diffodils poetry of poetry poetry in Hindi description Appreciation of the poems of daffodils, images of daffodils, images of daffodils, Poems of symbolic descriptive descriptions, ICSE ICSE Trove treasures,
workbook solutions, questions of poetry and answers, icse 2020-2021, Daffodils, poetry questions and answers, icse hubs, daffodils questions, poetry and answers of workbooks of Daffodils Answer, Workbook Answer, Daffodods answer. Poem's questions and answers to the poet's Daffodils, Daffodils Poem's answers, workbooks of Vergreen poets, Daffodils Poem's question and
answer, icse hubs, short trove stories, workbook stories, daffodils answers, questions of Daffodils poems and icse answers 2019, daffodils, workbooks, trove answers, treasures, daffodils. Poet quiz class 7 poetry questions, daffodils answer class 7 ox, treasure trove of poetry, workbook reply, workbook, daffodils, poets, many alternative questions, patriots answer icse hub workbook,
how to make daffodils outdo wave (i) who has been called 'me' in the first line of extracts? Where do you think he got lost? The poet William Verward is called 'l' in the first line of extract. What did a poet find while wandering? Where did he find them? Poets found lots of golden daffodils while wandering. He found them under a tree at the banks of the lake. Why do you think the poet
daffodils are gold? Daffodils are yellow and they shine in the sun like gold, so poets refer to daffodils as gold. Discuss the importance of the following lines. Reference to poetry: beside the lake under the tree fluttering and dancing in the breeze. Are these lines important because of the lively nature of daffodils that captivate poets (v), which images of speech are used in the following
lines? How many poets do you think you see given a reason for your answer? When you see the crowd, the host The image of the speech used by the poet is hyperbole. He saw daffodils, which means there are nearly 100,000 people. It's an exaggerated/hyperbolic expression. He may see a few hundred ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (i) daffodils compared to stars?Ans poets use simile to compare daffodils to stars in the Milky Way. As the infinite number of stars shines in the Milky Way, so what are the masses of golden daffodils growing along the edge of the lake, (ii) the Milky Way? The Milky Way is a galaxy (continuity) of stars that stretch like bands across the sky. What
does it mean by the edge of the bay? How does the technical state of exaggeration increase the poetic effect in the extract? The poets have exaggerated a number of daffodils by calling them a host crowd and continuing to star in the Milky Way. The use of such exaggerations thus increases the poetic effect. Daffodils are lyrics, the word 'lyrics' are derived from 'lyre', and it means that
the poem is meant to sing for the composition of the lyrics. The rhyme pattern followed in this poem is that in each of the first line stanza rhymes with the third; the second with four; and the fifth with six, each stanza ends with a double gong. Poetry in particular demonstrates the musical quality in poetry, where the poet explains that there are rows of daffodils in the sky scattered in the
whole sky, looking endlessly in the sky and coming, as well as tens of thousands of flowers and dancing and coming together. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- the waves in the lake were glittering with joy, but daffodils danced along with them. For its part, that exceeds the excitement of the waves too.
2.What does jocund company mean? Why did the poet find it, Jokund? Jocund company refers to a happy and cheerful company. The poet talks about Jo Coon's company of gold daffodils and dance waves. They were all jocund because they danced cheerfully without stopping. Explain how wealth was brought to poets; the wealth referred here by poets refers to a wealth of happiness
and happiness; which actually comes from happy and likable memories when a poet sees a host of gold daffodils by the side of a lake under a tree. Which line tells you that? Why is he in such a mood that the poet is in such a happy and cheerful mood? The line 'The poet is not, but is gay in a company like jocund', telling us that he is very happy. The sense of having one with nature,
the poet experienced in seeing lovely daffodils and dancing, is the reason for his pleasure. Daffodils and waves of their infectious pleasures and pleasures. It makes him happy, too. 5. With reference to the extract above, it states why Wordsworth can be called the natural poet of Ann Nature as a source of total happiness for Wordsworth, naturally for him as a living personality as well as
teachers, parents and nurses. Wordsworth is a natural poet, a true-to-know reader of Wordsworth everywhere. He is the highest worshipper of nature. Nature has a key position in his poems. He likes to roam in the forests, valleys and above the hills. He loved and admired scenes of nature and has described them magnificently in his poem ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- IV, read the extract provided below and answer the following question: 1. When the poet sleeps on his couch in an angry mood, memories of the scenes of daffodil dancing sparkle in his mind. He felt he was in the company of happy daffodils again and it gave his heart beating to them again. 2.What does the
pleasure of solitude mean in the extract? How does the joy of solitude occur? The joy of solitude is called heaven, the poet finds himself instantly the image of the golden daffodils flashing before his eyes. The poet said that when he lay down on his couch in a pleasing mood, the image of the golden daffodil flashed before him and changed his mood. A lonely poet at the beginning of
poetry experiences the joy of solitude by the end. Then he felt calm and refreshed. This is how nature influences him. The memories of daffodils fill his heart with pleasure, and he feels that his heart beats with daffodil 4, with reference to the last two lines of extract, the influence state that nature can have over the mind of a person. In this context, the poem shows the truth of his
remarks. Which means that the poet observes some objects, it makes a powerful emotion in his mind. The poet let them sink into his heart. A while later, he remembered those emotions in silence and produced poetry. Daffodil poems clearly describe the meaning of this poem. The poet sees a beautiful scene of daffodil dancing. He's full of joy. He remembers that scene. He feels happy
again, and the result is this poem, poetry.
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